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ABSTRACT This paper presented an accurate analysis of the instability in DFIG-based wind farms due to
the use of series compensation and provided maximum power extraction from these farms using the high
compensation without the unstable sub-synchronous oscillation occurrence. For this purpose, using modal
analysis, it is first shown that the main cause of this instability is low wind speed in the high compensation.
This issue causes the series compensated DFIG-based wind farms is unstable due to a sub-synchronous
mode. In order to prevent the unstable sub-synchronous oscillation occurrence, a supplementary controller
called SSRIPC and DFIG controllers are used. Also, for good dynamic response and proper use of the
SSRIPC, an objective function considered based on three factors of minimum damping ratio, overshoot, and
settling time of the oscillations. By accurate optimization of the proposed controller using root-locus and
PSO algorithm, it is prevented the instability caused by sub-synchronous resonance and sub-synchronous
control interaction that are classes of the sub-synchronous oscillations. IEEE SSR first benchmark model
and MATLAB/Simulink software are used to validate the performance of the proposed method.

INDEX TERMS Compensation level, instability, sub-synchronous oscillation, sub-synchronous resonance,
sub-synchronous control interaction.

I. INTRODUCTION
Using capacitive series compensation of the line to increase
the production power of the doubly-fed induction genera-
tor (DFIG) based wind farms, is more economical compared
to other methods such as building the new transmission line,
the network development and using the FACTS devices [1].
However, the compensation level of the transmission lines
connected to the DFIG-based wind farms is not high enough,
because there is the probability of the sub-synchronous oscil-
lation (SSO) phenomenon occurrence due to the high induc-
tive properties of the DFIGs. The SSO is a phenomenon
involving coincident oscillations between two or more power
system elements, such as generator–turbine, series capacitor,
power electronic controllers, and HVDC controllers. The
SSO is classified into three aspects: sub-synchronous res-
onance (SSR), sub-synchronous control interaction (SSCI),
and sub-synchronous torsional interaction (SSTI).

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Derek Abbott .

It is noteworthy that, the SSR is a general issue of oscil-
lations at the sub- synchronous frequencies. The SSR tends
to involve interactions between a series compensated trans-
mission systems and multi- mass turbine generators. It is a
dynamic phenomenon with certain special characteristics and
is of interest in power systems. There are two aspects of the
SSR: self-excitation (SE) and torque amplification (TA).

The SE is also called the SSR in steady state.
Sub-synchronous frequency currents entering the generator
terminals produce sub-synchronous frequency terminal volt-
age components. These voltage components may sustain the
currents to produce an effect that is termed the SE. The
potential for the self-excitation of wind power plant (WPP),
connected to a series compensated transmission line, was
first reported in 2003. The two types of the SE are described
as follows: induction generator effect (IGE) and Torsional
interaction (TI).

Also, the TA is ‘‘transient torque’’ or ‘‘transient SSR’’.
TA occurs due to faults in the network or during
switching operations. This results in system disturbances.
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Disturbance results in a sudden change in the current tend to
cause oscillations. In a series-compensated line, oscillations
that have a frequency corresponding to the resonance fre-
quency of the networkwill be experienced. If the frequency of
these oscillations coincides with one of the natural frequen-
cies of the generator shaft, a large torque will be experienced.
This torque is directly proportional to the magnitude of the
oscillating current. SSR that is due to the TA can cause
severe mechanical torsional oscillations in the shaft system
that connects the generator and the turbines.

To deal with this issue, in 2005, for the first time, the Texas
Public Utility Commission used the transmission linewith the
compensation level of 50% to transmit the wind farm power
in Texas west. In addition, in the south of Minnesota, a trans-
mission line with the compensation level of 60% was used
to transfer the electrical power of a 150 MW DFIG-based
wind farm. In 2009, due to the occurrence of a fault, the
DFIG-based wind farm of the Texas Electric Reliability
Association placed in series with a capacitive compensated
transmission line and the first SSR occurred in a DFIG-based
wind farm. Finally, the sub-synchronous oscillations occurred
and damaged the series capacitors and the wind turbines
[2]–[5]. After 2009, the studies began on a field of
the SSR phenomenon and its mitigation methods in the
DFIG-based wind farms. One of the SSR mitigation meth-
ods is the use of the FACTS devices. The FACTS devices
can affect the resonance frequency by changing the line
reactance.

In [6]–[9], the SVC was proposed to mitigate the SSR
in the DFIG-based wind farms connected to a capacitive
series-compensated line. In [6], one controller with a simple
gain was used as the damping controller. The real power of
the line is considered as the input signal to this controller.
In [7] and [8], the line current was considered for the feedback
signal of the SVC to damp the SSR in DFIG-based wind
farms.

In [9], the impact of the TCSC was tested on the SSR.
The authors in [10] and [11] used the GCSC, as the latest
FACTS device to mitigate the SSR in the DFIG-based wind
farms. They used a controller called the SSR damping con-
troller (SSRDC) to control the GCSC. The use of STATCOM
for the SSR mitigation in the SEIG-based wind farms is
also considered in [10], [12]–[16], wherein several controllers
were tested for this device. In [12], the impact of the SSSC
was studied for SSR mitigation.

Despite its advantages, the use of FACTS devices and
their controllers will cause the possibility of sub-synchronous
control interactions (SSCI) [17]–[20]. Also, this method is
costly and can produce harmonics in the system. Since the
DFIG converters work similar to the FACTS devices, these
converters are preferable to mitigate the SSR. In addition,
there is no additional cost to use the FACTS devices. The
grid side converter (GSC) of the DFIG, because of its simi-
larity to the STATCOM, is appropriate to mitigate the SSR.
For example, in [21] and [22], the reference voltages of
the GSC-based wind farm were used to mitigate the SSR.

However, the results indicate that the maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) is not maintained. In [23], the authors
applied the rotor side converter (RSC) of DFIG to control
the active power and to mitigate the SSR. Moreover, in [24],
both the GSC and RSC converters were used to mitigate the
SSR. But the results of these articles indicate that the MPPT
is not maintained.

The author of [25] used robust nonlinear controller to
damp the SSCI in DFIG-based wind farms. In [26], the series
capacitor was improved for preventing the instability of the
DFIG-based wind farm at the time of the SSR occurrence.
Moreover, other methods have been presented to mitigate
the SSR. The blocking filter (BF), which set at the natural
frequency of the generator turbine shaft, was used to mitigate
the torsional interaction (TI) type of the SSR [27], [28].
Nevertheless, this filter is not suitable for the SSR mitigation
in the DFIG-based wind farms, because the SSR rarely occurs
due to the TI in the DFIG-based wind farms. In [27]–[30],
the bypass filter was used in parallel with the series capacitor
of the line. This filter was set at the main frequency of the
system. With this method, the current components with the
frequencies lower than the main frequency pass through this
filter such that the SSR does not occur. This filter is suitable to
mitigate the SSR due to the induction generator effect (IGE)
in the DFIG-based wind farms, because the IGE is seen in
the line current oscillations. However, these filters cannot
mitigate the SSR alone and quickly and are not economi-
cally suitable. Additionally, in [27], [28], [31], and [32], the
sub-synchronous frequency relay and the damper winding
were used to mitigate the SSR, which also are costly methods.
In [33], it was declared that the SSR can be prevented by
choosing the different compensation levels. This method is
not suitable because selecting various compensation levels is
not possible.

Also, the authors of [34]–[36] studied the SSR in the
DFIG-based wind farm. In [37], a piecewise probabilistic col-
location method was proposed for assessing the probabilistic
stability of the SSR. As can be inferred, because of the use of
capacitive series compensation for the lines connected to the
DFIG-based wind farms, further studies are required in this
regard.

In [38], a method with power system stabilizer presented
to damp the SSR in Type-2 wind turbines. This method is
good. But its results are for nominal condition (Wind speed
is 12 m/s). However, it was better that this method was also
tested at critical wind speed (7 m/s), because the SSR rarely
occurs at high wind speed.

The author of [39] and [40] studied an analysis of the SSR
in the DFIG-based wind farms. In addition, [41] presented
understanding the SSO of the DFIG-based wind farms. In this
reference, it is considered the wind farms without the series
compensation.

The authors of [42] presented an analysis and a robust
stabiliser to reduce the SSR in an IEEE FBM augmented
by DFIG-based wind farm. This reference used the complex
method and controller for this purpose. Also, it used the
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synchronous generator in its simulation. It can help to create
a good dynamic in the simulation.

This paper proposed a method using a supplemen-
tary controller called the SSR instability prevention con-
troller (SSRIPC) to provide the high compensation level of
the lines connected to the large DFIG-based wind farms
at low wind speed without the unstable sub-synchronous
oscillation occurrence. However, the SSRPIC can cause the
SSCI instability phenomenon occurrence. This phenomenon
occurs between the DFIG controllers and the supplementary
controller when this controller is not set properly. For tuning
the SSRPIC properly and preventing of the SSR and the SSCI,
three factors to use of the SSRIPC are considered. The first
factor is connection point of the SSRIPC. The SSRIPC can
connect to twelve locations of the DFIG controllers. The sec-
ond factor is the input signal to the SSRIPC. The voltage
of the line series capacitor, the line current, and the rotor
speed are candida for the input signal. The third factor is the
value of SSRIPC gain. To optimize these factors, an objective
function is defined based on the minimum damping ratio
of the system, the overshoot of oscillations, and the settling
time. PSO algorithm is used to optimize this objective func-
tion. In addition, the IEEE SSR first bench-mark model is
employed to simulate in MATLAB/Simulink software.

II. SYSTEM DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
To investigate the SSR in the DFIG-based wind farms,
the analysis of the small-signal stability and linearization of
the system equations around the operating point are neces-
sary. In this paper, the IEEE SSR first benchmark model
is employed. This system includes a 100-MW wind farm
connected to a capacitive series-compensated line. The line
end is connected to the infinite bus (Fig. 1) [43]–[46]. The
differential and algebraic equations of the system consist
the induction generator equations, the rotor shaft equations,
the transmission line equations, the RSC and the GSC con-
trollers, and the DC-link capacitor equation between the
converters. These equations are basic equations to simulate

FIGURE 1. IEEE SSR first benchmark model.

in all books and articles. The state-space forms of the system
equations are expressed as follows:

ẋ = f (x, u) (1)

o = g(x, u) (2)

ẏ = h(x, u) (3)

where (1) and (2) indicate the differential equations and
the algebraic equations, respectively. Also, (3) indicates the
output equation. The rotor speed, the voltage of the series
capacitor, and the line current can be selected as the output.

In order to analyze the SSR phenomenon and detecting
the sub-synchronous mode, it is necessary to linearize the
system equations around the operating point (x = x0). With
the linearization of these equations, (4)-(6) are obtained.

1ẋ = A ·1x + B ·1u (4)

O = F ·1x + E ·1u (5)

1Y = C ·1x + D ·1u (6)

where1x and1u are the vectors of state variables and inputs
of generators ((7) and (8)), respectively. The matrices A, B, F,
E, C, and D are associated with the differential and algebraic
equations.

1x = [1ψqs,1ψds,1ψqr,1ψdr,1ωt ,1ωr , 1Tg,1VDC,

1IqL,1IdL,1Vqc,1Vdc,1i∗qr,1i
∗

dr,1vqr,1vdr,

1i∗qg,1i
∗

dg,1vqg,1vdg] (7)

1u=
[
1iqs,1ids,1iqr,1idr,1vqs,1vds

]
(8)

III. INDUCTION GENERATOR EQUATIONS
The induction generator has the differential and algebraic
equations that are transformed into the synchronous rotating
qd0-frame. Differential equations of induction generator are
shown in (9)-(12) [47].

ψ̇qs = ωb · vqs − ωb · Rs · iqs − ω · ψds (9)

ψ̇ds = ωb · vds − ωb · Rs · ids − ω · ψqs (10)

ψ̇qr = ωb · vqr − ωb · Rr · iqr − (ω − ωr ) · ψdr (11)

ψ̇dr = ωb · vdr − ωb · Rr · idr − (ω − ωr ) · ψqr (12)

The algebraic equations of induction generators are also
shown as follows [47]:

iqs =
Xrr
D
· ψqs −

XM
D
· ψqr (13)

ids =
Xrr
D
· ψds −

XM
D
· ψdr (14)

iqr = −
XM
D
· ψqs +

Xss
D
· ψqr (15)

idr = −
XM
D
· ψds +

Xss
D
· ψdr (16)

where ψqs, ψds, ψqr, and ψdr are flux linkages per second
of stator and rotor in the qd0-frame, respectively. The vqs,
vds, vqr, and vdr are the stator’s and rotor’s voltages in the
qd0-frame, respectively. Also, iqs, ids, iqr, and idr are the
stator’s and rotor’s currents in the qd0-frame, respectively.
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The ωb is base frequency and is equal to the synchronous
frequency. Also, ω is the qd0-frame rotating speed and is
equal to the base frequency in this paper. The parameters of
Rs and Rr are the stator resistance and the rotor resistance,
respectively. TheXls,Xlr, andXM are stator leakage reactance,
rotor leakage reactance and magnetic reactance, respectively.
Also, Xss = Xls + XM and Xrr = Xlr + XM . All of these
parameters are in the per-unit system (pu).

IV. ROTOR SHAFT EQUATIONS
In order to study SSR, wind turbine shaft is modeled with
two masses. One of the masses is related to turbine shaft with
low- speed and another mass is related to generator rotor shaft
with high-speed. Their differential equations are shown as
follows [46]:

ω̇t =
−Dt − Dtg

2Ht
· ωt +

Dtg

2Ht
· ωr −

1
2Ht
· Tg

+
1

2Ht
· Twind (17)

ω̇t =
Dtg

2Hg
· ωt +

−Dt − Dtg

2Hg
· ωr +

1
2Hg
· Tg

−
1

2Hg
· Te (18)

Ṫg = Ktg · ω · ωt − Ktg · ω · ωr (19)

where ωt , ωr , and Tg are the wind turbine speed, the rotor
speed, and the torque between two masses, respectively. The
Twind and Te are the wind torque and the generator electri-
cal torque, respectively. All of these parameters are in pu.
Dt andDg are the mechanical damping coefficients of the tur-
bine and the generator, respectively. Also, Ht and Hg are the
inertia constants of the turbine and the generator, respectively.
The parameters of Dtg and Ktg are the damping coefficient
of the shaft between the two masses and the shaft stiffness,
respectively.

The electric torque is also calculated by (20). In order to
obtain the MPPT, the reference electric torque is determined
by a lookup table (Table 1). Based on this table, for each
wind speed, the reference electric torque value is selected and
applied to the RSC controller as follows:

Te = 0.5XM · (iqs · idr − ids · iqr) (20)

TABLE 1. MPPT lookup table.

V. DFIG CONVERTERS CONTROLLERS AND DC-LINK
CAPACITOR
The DFIG consist of two converters that are shown in Fig. 1:
the grid side converter (GSC) and the rotor side converter
(RSC). The DFIG converters adjust the generator terminal

and the rotor voltages. To control these converters, the con-
trollers shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are used. Based on the
wind speed and the LOOKUP table, the reference torque is
selected and applied to the RSC controller. Also, dynamics
of the DC-link capacitor between the converters is modeled
as a first-order equation by (21)-(23) [46].

C · VDC ·
dVDC
dt
= −(Pr + Pg) (21)

Pr = 0.5(vqr · iqr + vdr · idr) (22)

Pg = 0.5(vqg · iqg + vdg · idg) (23)

where Pr and Pg are the RSC and the GSC output active pow-
ers, respectively. Also, C is the DC-link capacitor. Fig. 2(c)
shows the power distribution between the RSC, the GSC, and
the DC-link capacitor.

The stator output reactive power is calculated by:

Qs = 0.5(vqs · ids − vds · iqs) (24)

The GSC output is connected to the generator stator output
terminal by a transformer. Equations (25)-(28) represent the
algebraic equations between the GSC output and the stator
output terminal.

vqg = vqs + Xtg · idg (25)

vdg = vds − Xtg · iqg (26)

iqg = iqs + IqL (27)

idg = ids + IdL (28)

where vqg and vdg are the output voltage of the GSC in
the qd0-frame, respectively. Also, iqg and idg are the out-
put current of the GSC in the qd0-frame, respectively. The
IqL and IdL are the line currents in qd0-frame, respectively.
The Xtg is the transformer impedance.

VI. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF SERIES
COMPENSATED LINE
The differential equations of the transmission line and its
capacitors are presented as follows [46]:

İqL = −
RL
XL
· ωb · IqL − ω · IdL −

ωb

XL
· vqc +

ωb

XL
· vqs

−
ωb

XL
· EqB (29)

İdL = ω · IqL −
RL
XL
· ωb · IdL −

ωb

XL
· vdc +

ωb

XL
· vds

−
ωb

XL
· EdB (30)

v̇qc = ωb · Xc · IqL − ω · vdc (31)

v̇dc = ωb · Xc · IdL + ω · vqc (32)

where vqc and vdc are the series capacitor voltages in
qd0-frame, respectively. The IqL and IdL are the line currents
in qd0-frame, respectively. Also, vqs, vds,EqB, andEdB are the
stator and the infinite bus voltages in qd0-frame, respectively.
All of these parameters except ω and ωb are in pu.
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FIGURE 2. DFIG converters controllers; (a) RSC controller, (b) GSC controller, (c) power distribution between RSC, the GSC, and
DC-link capacitor.

VII. SSR DEFINITON
The SSR phenomenon is the condition that the wind plant
exchanges at one or more natural frequencies with the elec-
tric network. In a power system with the capacitive series
compensation, the network has a natural frequency that is
calculated as follows: fn = fs ·

√
Xc/XL , where fn and

fs are the natural frequency (Hz) and the synchronous fre-
quency (Hz), respectively. Also, XL is the line reactance (pu)
and Xc is the series capacitor reactance of the line. It is the

percentage of the line reactance, which is called the compen-
sation percentage (K%). According to fn, slip sn is introduced
as follows [11], [46], [48]:

sn =
fn − fr
fn

(33)

where fr is the rotor electrical frequency (Hz). As the
fn is lower than fr , then sn is negative. Therefore, the rotor
equivalent resistor Rr,eq =

Rr
sn

< 0 is negative in the
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FIGURE 3. SSRIPC; signals, SSRIPC gain, and connecting location that should to optimize by PSO algorithm.

sub-synchronous frequency. If the amplitude of this resis-
tance increases from the total resistors of the network and
generator armature, then the total resistance of the system
(Rsys) will be negative at the sub-synchronous frequency. So,
according to (34), the second part of the system line current
will have an exponential function with the power of positive.
Therefore, the line current increases as exponentially, which
this phenomenon is called the IGE. Also, due to the capacitive
series compensation, a component with the resonant fre-
quency (fn) appears in the stator current and complementary
frequency (fs − fn) of this component appears in the rotor
current. If the frequency of the torsional mode between the
rotor masses is close to this complementary frequency, the
TI happens.

The shaft stiffness of the wind turbines is low compared
to the steam, hydro and diesel generators. Also, the tor-
sional mode of the dynamic equations of the rotor ((17)-(19))
depends greatly on the shaft stiffness (Ktg). For this reason,
their torsional mode frequency is also low (this issue is pre-
sented in the result section). Therefore, it should be noted that
the SSR in the wind power plants rarely occurs due to the
TI. Because the torsional mode frequency in the wind power
plants is about 1-3 Hz. Therefore, the TI occurs when the
resonant frequency is between 57 to 59 Hz, which requires
a very high compensation level. Thus, its probability is very
low [46].

i = A · sin(2π fs · t)+e−(
Rsys
L )·t
·B·sin(2π fn · t+θ ) (34)

VIII. SSR INSTABILITY PREVENTION CONTROLLER
In this paper, a controller called the SSR to instability pre-
vention controller (SSRIPC) is used to prevent the SSR insta-
bility. This controller has a gain block and a filter (washout)
block [49], [50]. TheDFIG’s converters have eight controllers
that the first, middle and end of them can be used to connect

the proposed controller. So, this controller can be connected
to twelve locations of the GSC and RSC controllers. In addi-
tion, this controller needs an input signal. Since the occurred
SSR is due to IGE in the DFIG-based wind farms, according
to the slip sn, the voltage of the series capacitor, the line
current, and the rotor speed can be selected as the input signal
to the SSRIPC, because the voltage of the series capacitor
and the line current have direct effects on the IGE. Also,
the rotor speed has direct effect on the rotor frequency and
the slip sn. Thus, three issues should be considered: the input
signal of the SSRIPC, the value of the SSRIPC gain, and
the connection point of the SSRIPC. Fig. 3 indicates the
SSRIPC. In this figure, KSSRIPC and Tw are the SSRIPC gain
and the washout time constant, respectively. In addition, this
figure shows that to use of the SSRIPC, the open loop transfer
function (G) should be obtained. The input of the G is one
of twelve locations to connect the SSRIPC. Also, the output
of the G is one of the vc, iLine, and ωr . To find the input
signal and the connection point of the SSRIPC and to opti-
mize the SSRIPC gain parameter, the PSO algorithm is used.
This algorithm was represented by James Kendy and Rassel
in 1995 [51], [52]. This algorithm is a heuristic search tech-
nique and biologically inspired by nature’s social behavior of
birds and fish. The algorithm is often considered under the
swarm intelligence category. In this algorithm, a population
move in searching for food randomly in some area. The pop-
ulation includes many particles. In this paper, each particle is
a guess of the signal input, the value of the SSRIPC gain and
the connecting location. The objective function, to prevent the
SSR instability, is consists of goals: increasing the minimum
damping ratio of the system in order to damp the oscillations,
decreasing the overshoot in order to reduce the amplitude
of oscillations and the settling time of the oscillations in
order to eliminate oscillations ((35)-(38)). These three goals
are considered for the good dynamic responses such as the
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TABLE 2. Modes of system at wind speed of 7 M/S.

instability prevention, the good damping, and the low
oscillation amplitude.

f1 = ξmin (35)

f2 =
1
Mp

(36)

f3 =
1
ts

(37)

max F = p1 · f1 + p2 · f2 + p3 · f3
3∑
j=1

pj = 1 (38)

where ξmin is the minimum damping ratio between all of the
eigenvalues of the system. Also, Mp and ts are the overshoot
and the settling time of the oscillations, respectively. The
parameters of p1, p2, and p3 are the penalty factors. Here, F
is the objective function.

IX. CASE STUDY AND RESULTS
In this paper, the MATLAB/Simulink software and IEEE
SSR first benchmark model (Fig. 1) are used. This system
has an equivalent 100-MW wind farm, which is connected
to an infinite bus through a capacitive series-compensated
transmission line and its parameters are given in [6] and [36].
Table 2 shows the system poles at the wind speed of 7 m/s
and the compensation levels of 20% and 70%. The wind
speed of 7 m/s is critical. In conditions with this wind
speed, the compensation level should be less than 60% [46].
Otherwise, the SSR instability occurs. According to this
table, the eigenvalues 7, 8 are the sub-synchronous mode
and have the frequency of 18.4607 Hz. This mode is
called the sub-synchronous mode. Also, the eigenvalues
5,6 are the super-synchronous mode and have the frequency
of 101.7481 Hz. Because the stator and rotor equations
are transferred to dq0-frame with the frequency of 60 Hz,
so fs − fn = fSSR and the resonant frequency (fn) is equal to

about 41.5 Hz. Since the rotor speed is 0.75 pu for the wind
speed of 7 m/s, the rotor frequency is 0.75 × 60 = 45 Hz
and the electrical mode frequency is 60-45=15 Hz. Hence,
the eigenvalues 10 and 11 with the frequency 15.3242 Hz are
the electromecanical mode. Its frequency is the complemen-
tary frequency (60-45=15 Hz) of electromecanical mode.
The eigenvalues 12 and 13 are the shaft mode. This mode
is always about 1-3 Hz in the DFIG-based wind turbines.
The other modes are for other system modes and the PI
controllers’ modes.

Table 2 indicates that at the wind speed of 7 m/s and the
compensation level of 70%, just the sub-synchronous mode
is unstable. Therefore, the system at the wind speed of 7 m/s
and the compensation of 70% is unstable due to the SSR.
Fig. 4 shows the sub-synchronous mode at the wind speed
of 7 m/s and different compensation levels. According to this
figure, the compensation of 60%, exceeding which leads to
instability in the system. The reason for this occurrence is that

FIGURE 4. Sub-synchronous mode at wind speed of 7 m/s and different
compensations levels.
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increasing the compensation level causes the resonant fre-
quency increases and the amplitude of the slip (sn) decreases.
So, the rotor’s resistor amplitude increases. As the sn and
Rr/sn are negative, the total resistor of the system will be
negative and the system goes toward instability.

This paper has proposed that the SSRIPC should be con-
nected to the vdg of the GSC controller and the line series
capacitor voltage should be selected for the input signal to
the SSRIPC. Based on the presented method, the possibility
of 70% compensation is provided without the occurrence
of the instability caused by the SSR. In order to verify
this proposed method, an analysis of the root-locus of the
open-loop transfer function is discussed. For this purpose,
the root-locus plot is sketched at the wind speed of 7 m/s
and the compensation level of 70% in Fig. 5(a). Fig. 5(b)
despites the root-locus near to the imag-part axis of Fig. 5(a).

The rood-locus of super-synchronous mode is shown
in Fig. 6(a). Although this mode is stable, it will be unstable
for Kcritical = 512 and greater. In Fig. 6(b), the rood-locus
of the sub-synchronous mode is presented. According to this
figure, the SSR instability occurs for K ≤ 2.78. By choosing
K > 2.78, this mode is stable and the SSR instability does
not occur. Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) show the root-locus of the shaft
and electromechanical modes. These modes are stable for any
amount of the K . A noteworthy point in these figures is the
root-locus of one of the controllers. This mode can cause the
instability for K > 5.9 (Fig. 6(e)). This instability is called
the SSCI instability.

Hence, by choosing the K between 2.78 and 5.9, the SSR
and SSCI instabilities are prevented. This range of the K is
considered as a constraint for optimizing the value of the
SSRIPC gain.

According to Fig. 4, to increase the line transmission
power, the maximum compensation level of this system is
less than 60% at the wind speed of 7 m/s without the SSR
occurrence. In this paper, using the proposed controller,
the maximum compensation level of the line has increased,
considerably. The results of the PSO algorithm indicate the
voltage of the series capacitor (vc) is the proper input signal
and the voltage of the d-axis of the GSC voltage (vdg) is the
proper connection point for the SSRIPC.

In addition, the optimal value of the gain (KSSRIPC) is equal
to 3.5. Fig. 7 shows the important poles for KSSRIPC = 3.5
at the wind speed of 7 m/s and the compensation of 70%.
Fig. 7(a) presents the super-synchronous, sub-synchronous,
and electromechanical modes. In addition, Fig. 7(b) shows
the PI-controller mode. According to this figure, all the
modes are stable for K = 3.5 at the wind speed of 7 m/s and
the compensation of 70%. The connection location, the gain
value, and the input signal are determined once and do not
change. Because they are determined using the optimization
algorithm and the root-locus analysis to provide the maxi-
mum margin of stability for the system. Fig. 8 shows the
sub-synchronous mode and some modes that are near the
imag-part axis. According to this figure, the SSRIPC trans-
ferred the sub-synchronous mode to a stable region. Also,

FIGURE 5. Root-locus analysis at wind speed of 7 m/s and compensation
level of 70%; (a) root-locus of open-loop transfer function, (b) root-locus
near to imag-part axis of Fig.5(a).

the damping ratios of other modes are better with the SSRIPC
respect to without the SSRIPC.

In order to confirm the proposed method, it is initially
assumed that the system has a compensation level of 20% at a
wind speed of 7 m/s. Then at 100 seconds, the compensation
level increases from 20% to 70%. Fig. 9(a) shows the rotor
speed oscillations under the increment of the compensation
level from 20% to 70%. According to this figure, because
the SSR happens at the time of 100 seconds, the system
without the SSRIPC is unstable. However, using the SSRIPC,
the system is stable. This figure indicates that the SSRIPC
creates the dynamic stability of the DFIG wind farm and
permits to increase the capacitive series compensation level.
Furthermore, the most important point is that the rotor speed
in steady state after the increment of the compensation level
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FIGURE 6. Root-locus analysis of important modes at wind speed of 7 m/s and compensation level of 70%; (a) super-synchronous mode,
(b) sub-synchronous mode, (c) shaft mode, (d) electromecanical mode, (e) controller mode.
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FIGURE 7. Important poles after using SSRIPC with gain of 3.5 at wind
speed of 7 m/s and compensation level of 70%; (a) super-synchronous,
sub-synchronous, and electromechanical modes, (b) controller mode.

is equal to before the increase of the compensation. These
results mean that the selected signal for the proposed con-
troller and its connection point are correctly selected. The
most important result is presented in Fig. 9(b), which relates
to the electric torque oscillations. This figure shows very well
that the SSRIPC can damp the electrical torque oscillations
and also returns the electrical torque to the value before the
increase in the compensation level. In other words, MPPT
condition is preserved for the wind speed of 7 m/s, which is
a very important. The reason for this important result is that
the location to connect the SSRIPC and the input signal to
it are suitable, because they did not have any direct effect on
theMPPT parameters including the turbine speed, power, and
torque. The SSRIPC only prevents the IGE by controlling of
the line current with the help of the GSC output voltage.

FIGURE 8. System poles in cases of without SSRIPC and with SSRIPC at
wind speed of 7 m/s and compensation level of 70%.

FIGURE 9. System oscillations at wind speed of 7 m/s and with
increasing compensation level from 20% to 70% (Time=100s); (a) rotor
speed oscillations, (b) electrical torque oscillations.

Fig. 10(a), which relates to electrical power, also confirms
the maintaining of the MPPT. As stated above, the SSR in the
DFIG wind farms occurs due to the IGE. Fig. 10(b) shows
the increase in the line current during the SSR occurrence
due to the IGE. The line current increases and oscillates
under increment of the compensation level andmakes the sys-
tem unstable. In comparison, using the SSRIPC, the current
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FIGURE 10. System oscillations at wind speed of 7 m/s and with
increasing compensation level from 20% to 70% (Time=100s);
(a) electrical power oscillations, (b) line current oscillations.

oscillations damped and prevented to increase. Also, the line
current returns back to the first value before the increase
of the compensation. Therefore, the proposed controller is
able to prevent the instability caused by the IGE using the
effective factor in the sub-synchronous mode, i.e. the line
series capacitor voltage.

Furthermore, Fig. 11(a) shows the stator voltage
oscillations. According to this figure, by applying the pro-
posed controller to the GSC output voltage, the stator voltage
oscillations are well controlled and damped. Fig. 11(b) also
shows reactive power. According to this figure, by SSRIPC,
the reactive power is stable and has slight oscillations.

X. DISCUSSION
The purpose of this paper is to increase the compensation
level in order to make optimal use of the power capacity
of the transmission lines connected to the DFIG-based wind
farms. Thus, it is necessary that the instability caused by
the SSO had to be prevented. For this goal, a supplementary
control was suggested in the critical conditionwith the critical
wind speeds (7 m/s) and 70% compensation. The simulations
and proposed methods of the articles in the literature are for
the compensation level less than 65%. For example, in [2],
the maximum compensation level was 65%, and in [22], the
maximum compensation level was equal to 55%.

FIGURE 11. System oscillations at wind speed of 7 m/s and with
increasing compensation level from 20% to 70% (Time=100s); (a) stator
voltage oscillations, (b)reactive power oscillations.

The second goal was to choose a simple and dynamic
controller. For this reason, the controller was proposed with
a gain and filter. The connection location of this controller
and the input signal to it were also important. So, these issues
were considered and the PSO algorithmwas used as one of the
most suitable and noteworthy algorithms. In addition, genetic
algorithm (GA) has been tested which it had same results
to the PSO algorithm. Further, the proposed method of this
paper is simpler compared to other mitigation techniques and
does not require complex mathematical methods. This paper
did not used additional expensive device such as FACTS
devices.

XI. CONCLUSION
The main goal and concern of this paper is to improve
the power transmission capacity of lines connected to wind
farms. One of the important ways to improve this issue is to
use series compensation. The high compensation increases
transmission capacity. On the other hand, wind speed is fluc-
tuating at wind farm sites. The low wind speeds and the high
compensation levels create exacerbated instability. Therefore,
the main concern of this paper is to improve the transmission
power with the help of high compensation at very low and
critical wind speeds. For this purpose, this paper studied
and prevented the SSO phenomenon occurrence in the series
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compensated large DFIG-based wind farms using a sup-
plementary controller called the SSR instability prevention
controller (SSRIPC). The root-locus analysis is performed to
show the elements, which are effective in the SSO. According
to this analysis, it is found that the sub-synchronous mode
and the controller mode are mainly responsible for exposing
the DFIG-based wind farms to the SSO occurrence. However,
the SSO does not occur in the DFIG-based wind farms, if the
SSRIPC parameters, the input signal to it and its connection
point are properly selected. For this purpose, the PSO algo-
rithm is used to optimize three factors: the input signal to the
SSRIPC, the gain of the SSRIPC, and the connection point of
the SSRIPC. According to the PSO results, the d-axis of GSC
output voltage is the best location to connect the SSRIPC
and the series capacitor voltage is the best input signal for
the SSRIPC. To investigate the performance of the proposed
method, the IEEE SSR first bench-markmodel was simulated
using the dynamic equations in the MATLAB/Simulink and
applied the proposed method on it. The simulation results
indicate that the proposed method is accurate and very effec-
tive. As, the SSR instability is prevented at the high compen-
sation level and the lowwind speed. Furthermore, this method
enhances the damping of the oscillations and reduces their
amplitude. On the order hand, the use of this method does
not change theMPPT conditions. Also, this method is simpler
compared to other mitigation techniques and does not require
complex mathematical methods.
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